THE EFFECT OF CONTINENTS ON RAINFALL	%
example, is only about half as much as in Maine, even though the soils
of Maine are poorer.
The Great Seasonal Contrasts of Asia: Monsoons. The most extreme
effect of a continent upon winds and rainfall is seen in Asia. Because
of the great size of Asia the extreme difference between'the highest
temperature in summer and the lowest in winter may amount to 175°
in Siberia north of the Arctic Circle, and to 100° even in southern Persia
and western India. The differences between the low pressure of summer
and the high pressure of winter are correspondingly extreme. The varia-
tions of pressure naturally give rise to strong inblowing winds in summer
and outflowing winds in winter. These are best developed in India and
are called monsoons. In A91 one sees that in January the winds in the
southern half of Asia blow in general from a northerly quarter. Sirice they
come from the dry interior there is practically no winter rain in large
parts of India and China. In spring when Asia grows hot and the
high pressure of the interior gives place to low, the outblowing winds
weaken and are replaced by irregular winds and calms. Then the air
begins to move in from the ocean, and soon strong south or southwest
winds "are established. In the July map the arrows point in almost the
opposite direction from those of January, and the winds of southern
Asia blow inward (A92).
In India the alternation between the northeast monsoon in winter
and the southwest monsoon in summer is remarkably regular. The
people count upon this regularity so much that formerly, when crude
sailing vessels were the chief carriers of commerce, native boats from
India used to sail to Zanzibar and the African coast each winter with
the northeast monsoon at their backs. Then they spent several months
in trading or in idleness. Finally, when the southwest monsoon was
well established, and the wind blew strongly toward India, they merrily
came back, with the breeze as favorable as on the outward voyage. Before
the building of the Suez Canal the sailing ships that went from England
to India also planned their voyages so as to take advantage of the winds
in both directions. Even now the natives of the coral islands west of
India depend on the monsoons to take them to the mainland and back
again. Their sailing boats are so primitive that they cannot make head-
way against a wind.
How the Southwest Monsoons Bring Prosperity and Health. The
most important effect of the monsoons is the rain. In winter only the
southern tip of India gets much rain, for that is the only part of the
country where the northeast trades blow from the sea to the land. Else-
where,- because the country lies in the Wet and Dry Low Latitudes,
drought prevails month after month and the people long for the summer

